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We discuss the non-Gaussian contribution to the power spectrum covariance of cosmic microwave back-
ground ~CMB! anisotropies resulting through weak gravitational lensing angular deflections and the correlation
of deflections with secondary sources of temperature fluctuations generated by the large scale structure, such as
the integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect and the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect. This additional contribution to the cova-
riance of binned angular power spectrum, beyond the well known cosmic variance and any associated instru-
mental noise, results from a trispectrum, or a four point correlation function, in temperature anisotropy data.
With substantially wide bins in multipole space, the resulting non-Gaussian contribution from lensing to the
binned power spectrum variance is insignificant out to multipoles of a few thousand and is not likely to affect
the cosmological parameter estimation with acoustic peaks and the damping tail. The non-Gaussian contribu-
tion to covariance, however, should be considered when interpreting binned CMB power spectrum measure-
ments at multipoles of a few thousand corresponding to angular scales of few arcminutes and less.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.063512 PACS number~s!: 98.80.Es, 95.85.NvI. INTRODUCTION
The angular power spectrum of cosmic microwave back-
ground ~CMB! temperature fluctuations, with features such
as acoustic peaks and a damping tail @1#, is now a well
known probe of cosmology @2#; its ability to constrain most,
or certain combinations of, parameters that define the cur-
rently favorable cold dark matter cosmologies with a cosmo-
logical constant has driven a wide number of experiments
from ground and space, including the NASA’s Microwave
Anisotropy Probe ~MAP! mission1 and ESA’s planned
Planck surveyor.2 The advent of high sensitivity CMB an-
isotropy experiments with increasing capabilities to detect
fluctuations over a wide range of scales now suggests the
possibility that anisotropy power spectrum at small angular
scales will soon be measured. At angular scales correspond-
ing to few arcminutes and below, fluctuations are mostly
dominated by secondary effects due to local large scale struc-
ture ~LSS! between us and the recombination. Additionally,
important nonlinear second order effects, such as the weak
gravitational lensing of CMB @3#, leave important imprints
that can in return be used as a probe of cosmology or astro-
physics related to evolution and growth of structures ~e.g.,
Refs. @4–7#!.
The increase in sensitivity of current and upcoming CMB
experiments also suggest the possibility that non-Gaussian
signals in the CMB temperature fluctuations may be detected
and studied in detail @8#. The deviations from Gaussianity in
CMB temperature fluctuations arise through two scenarios:
the existence of a primordial non-Gaussianity associated
with initial fluctuations @9# and the creation of non-Gaussian
signals through nonlinear mode-coupling effects related to
secondary contributions @4,5#. In currently favored cosmolo-
gies with adiabatic initial conditions, the primordial non-
Gaussianity is nonexistent or insignificant @9#.
*Email address: asante@tapir.caltech.edu
1http://map.nasa.gsfc.gov
2http://astro.estec.esa.nl/Planck/; also, ESA D/SCI~6!3.0556-2821/2002/65~6!/063512~11!/$20.00 65 0635This leaves nonlinear mode coupling effects, such as
weak lensing of CMB, and gravitational evolution of pertur-
bations at low redshifts as the main sources of non-
Gaussianity. Since low redshift secondary effects that trace
the nonlinear large scale structure, such as the Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich effect @10# due to inverse-Compton scattering of
CMB photons via hot electrons, contribute to temperature
fluctuations at small angular scales, they act as one of the
primary sources of non-Gaussianity in CMB. The existence
of non-Gaussian fluctuations in temperature can be directly
measured through higher order correlations, such as a three-
point function or a bispectrum in Fourier space @4,5#. The
detection of non-Gaussianities at the three-point level can be
optimized through the use of special statistics and matched
filters @11# and through certain physical aspects associated
with secondary effects, such as the frequency dependence
@12#.
Additional effects due to non-Gaussianity include a con-
tribution to the four-point correlation function, or a trispec-
trum in Fourier space, of CMB temperature fluctuations @13–
15#. The four point correlations are of special interest since
they quantify the sample variance and covariance of two
point correlation or power spectrum measurements @16,17#.
Thus, to properly understand the statistical measurements of
CMB anisotropy fluctuations at the two point level, a proper
understanding of the four point contributions is needed.
Similarly, studies of the ability of CMB power spectrum
measurements to constrain cosmology @2# have been based
on a Gaussian approximation to the sample variance and the
assumption that covariance is negligible. If there are signifi-
cant non-Gaussian contributions from the four point level
that contribute to the power spectrum covariance, then it
could affect the conversion of power spectrum measurements
to estimates on cosmological parameters. Given the high pre-
cision level of cosmological parameter measurements ex-
pected from CMB, a careful consideration must be attached
to understanding the presence of non-Gaussian signals at the
four point level. Thus, the basic goal of this paper is to un-
derstand to what extent Gaussian assumption on CMB power
spectrum covariance remains to hold when non-Gaussian©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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~e.g., Refs. @4,5#!, one of the most important nonlinear con-
tribution to CMB temperature fluctuations is weak gravita-
tional lensing.
Similar to the weak lensing contribution to CMB anisot-
ropy at the three-point level, the contributions to the four
point level results from the nonlinear mode-coupling nature
of weak lensing effect and the correlation between weak
lensing angular deflections and secondary effects that trace
the same large scale structure. The trispectrum due to lensing
alone is studied in Ref. @15# and the same trispectrum, under
an all-sky formulation, is considered in Ref. @14#. Here, we
focus on the contribution of the trispectrum to the power
spectrum covariance which was not considered in previous
works. We also include the trispectrum resulting from the
correlation between lensing and secondary effects such as the
integrated Sachs-Wolfe ~ISW! @18# effect and the thermal
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich ~SZ! @10# effect. The latter effect has
now been imaged towards massive galaxy clusters where the
temperature of the scattering medium can be as high as 10
keV producing temperature fluctuations of order 1 mK @19#.
In general, we do not expect secondary contributions such as
the thermal SZ effect to be an important non-Gaussian con-
tribution to temperature fluctuations, since its signal can be
easily separated from the thermal CMB spectrum based on
multifrequency information @12#.
Still, we consider the correlation of the SZ effect with
lensing as a source of covariance as certain small angular-
scale experiments, such as the Cosmic Background Imager
@20#, may not have the adequate frequency coverage for a
proper separation of temperature fluctuation components. In
a previous paper, we discussed the non-Gaussian covariance
resulting from SZ alone @21#, where we also considered the
effect of full covariance, compared to Gaussian variance as-
sumption, on the estimation of parameters related to the SZ
effect. As discussed there, due to highly non-Gaussian be-
havior of the SZ signal resulting from its dependence on
massive halos such as galaxy clusters, the determination of
parameters that define the SZ contribution is significantly
affected by the presence of the non-Gaussian contribution to
the covariance.
In Sec. II, we introduce the basic ingredients for the
present calculation. The CMB anisotropy trispectra due to
weak lensing and correlations between weak lensing and sec-
ondary effects are derived in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we calculate
the CMB power spectrum covariance due to weak lensing
and discuss our results in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we conclude
with a summary.
II. GENERAL DERIVATION
Large-scale structure between us and the last scattering
surface deflects CMB photons propagating towards us. Since
lensing effect on CMB is essentially a distribution of pho-
tons, from large scales to small scales, the resulting effect
appears only in the second order @14#. In weak gravitational
lensing, the deflection angle on the sky is given by the an-
gular gradient of the lensing potential a(nˆ )5„f(nˆ ), which06351itself is a projection of the gravitational potential F ~see,
e.g., @22#!,
f~mˆ !522E
0
r0
dr
dA~r02r !
dA~r !dA~r0!
F~r ,mˆ r !. ~1!
The quantities here are the conformal distance or look-
back time, from the observer, given by
r~z !5E
0
z dz8
H~z8!
, ~2!
and the analogous angular diameter distance
dA5H0
21VK
21/2 sinh~H0VK
1/2
r !, ~3!
with the expansion rate for adiabatic cold dark matter ~CDM!
cosmological models with a cosmological constant given by
H25H0
2@Vm~11z !31VK~11z !21VL# . ~4!
Here, H0 can be written as the inverse Hubble distance today
cH0
2152997.9h21 Mpc. We follow the conventions that in
units of the critical density 3H0
2/8pG , the contribution of
each component is denoted V i , i5c for the CDM, b for
the baryons, L for the cosmological constant. We also define
the auxiliary quantities Vm5Vc1Vb and VK512( iV i ,
which represent the matter density and the contribution of
spatial curvature to the expansion rate, respectively. Note
that as VK→0, dA→r and we define r(z5‘)5r0. Though
we present a general derivation of the trispectrum contribu-
tion to the covariance, we show results for the currently fa-
vorable L CDM cosmology with Vb50.05, Vm50.35, VL
50.65, and h50.65.
The lensing potential in Eq. ~1! can be related to the well
known convergence generally encountered in conventional
lensing studies involving galaxy shear @22#
k~mˆ !5
1
2 „
2f~mˆ !52E
0
r0
dr
dA~r !dA~r02r !
dA~r0!
„’
2 F~r ,mˆ r !,
~5!
where it is noted that the 2D Laplacian operating on F is a
spatial and not an angular Laplacian. Expanding the lensing
potential to Fourier moments
f~nˆ !5E d2l
~2p!2
f~ l!eilnˆ , ~6!
we can write the usually familiar quantities of convergence
and shear components of weak lensing as @14#
k~nˆ !52
1
2E d
2l
~2p!2
l2f~ l!eilnˆ ,
g1~nˆ !6ig2~nˆ !52
1
2E d
2l
~2p!2
l2f~ l!e6i2(f l2f)eilnˆ .
~7!2-2
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spect to radial and wave number weights, these differences
cancel with the Limber approximation @23#.
The power spectrum of the lensing potential is defined as
^f~ l!f~ l8!&5~2p!2dD~ l1l8!Cl
ff
, ~8!
where dD is the Dirac delta function. Expanding the gravita-
tional potential to density perturbations using the Poisson
equation @24#
F5
3
2 VmS H0k D
2S 113H02k2 VKD
22 G~r !
a
d~k ,0!, ~9!
we can write the power spectrum of lensing potentials as
Cl
ff5
2
pE k2dkP~k !E dr1W len~k ,r1! j l~kr1!
3E dr2W len~k ,r2! j l~kr2!. ~10!
Here,
W len~k ,r !523VmS H0k D
2G~r !
a
dA~r02r !
dA~r !dA~r0!
~11!
and we have introduced the power spectrum of density fluc-
tuations
^d~k!d~k8&5~2p!3dD~k1k8!P~k !, ~12!
where
k3P~k !
2p2
5dH
2 S kH0D
n13
T2~k !, ~13!
in linear perturbation theory. We use the fitting formulas of
Ref. @25# in evaluating the transfer function T(k) for CDM
models. Here, dH is the amplitude of present-day density
fluctuations at the Hubble scale; with n51, we adopt the
Cosmic Background Explorer ~COBE! normalization for dH
@26# of 4.231025, consistent with galaxy cluster abundance
@27#, with s850.86. Note that in linear theory, the power
spectrum can be scale in time, P(k ,r)5G2(r)P(k ,0), using
the growth function @28#
G~r !}
H~r !
H0
E
z(r)
‘
dz8~11z8!S H0H~z8!D
3
. ~14!
In the nonlinear regime, one can use prescriptions such as the
fitting function by Ref. @29# to calculate the fully nonlinear
density field power spectrum.
Note that an expression of the type in Eq. ~10! can be
evaluated efficiently with the Limber approximation @23#.
Here, we employ a version based on the completeness rela-
tion of spherical Bessel functions06351E dkk2F~k ! j l~kr ! j l~kr8!’ p2 dA22dD~r2r8!F~k !Uk5l/dA,
~15!
where the assumption is that F(k) is a slowly varying func-
tion ~see Ref. @30# for an alternative approach!. Using this,
we obtain a useful approximation for the power spectrum of
lensing potentials as
Cl
ff5E
0
r0dr
dA
2 FW lenS ldA ,r D G
2
PS ldA ;r D . ~16!
Note that the power spectrum of convergence is related to
that of the potentials via Cl
k51/4l4Cl
ff
.
Since the same large scale structure responsible for de-
flections in CMB photons produces contributions to the
anisotropies through other effects, there is a correlation be-
tween the deflection potential and secondary sources of tem-
perature fluctuations. As in the power spectrum of deflection
potential, using statistical isotropy, we write the correlation
as
^f~ l!Q~ l8!S&[~2p!2dD~ l1l8!bl
S
[~2p!2dD~ l1l8!
22
l2 Cl
Tk
,
5E
0
r0dr
dA
2 W
SS ldA ,r DW lenS ldA ,r D PS ldA ;r D .
Here,
TS~nˆ !5E d2l
~2p!2
Q~ l! ~17!
and we have used Eq. ~7! to relate the power spectrum bl
S of
Refs. @4,5# and the k-secondary cross power spectrum of
Ref. @31#. The last line again represents the Limber approxi-
mation, similar to the derivation of the lensing potential
power spectrum in Eq. ~16!.
In the present paper we consider two secondary effects
that correlate with lensing deflections: integrated Sachs-
Wolfe effect and the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect. At small
angular scales, the lensing signal in CMB data can also cor-
relate with other secondary effects due to large scale struc-
ture. In an experiment where frequency separation allows the
extraction of the SZ signal, the non-Gaussian contribution in
the CMB component will likely come from the correlation
between the lensing effect and a source of secondary anisot-
ropy. At small angular scales, other sources of secondary
effects depend on the velocity field of electrons. The cross
correlation of lensing and contributions due to linear velocity
terms, such as the linear Doppler effect or the kinetic SZ
effect due to density modulation of the velocity field @33,10#,
is significantly suppressed due to positive-negative cancella-
tions arising from the velocity fluctuations @32#. Thus, after
the SZ effect, the next significant secondary-lensing correla-
tion results from effects which depends on the velocity with2-3
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of magnitude smaller than the lensing-SZ correlation and are
not likely to be a significant source of non-Gaussianity. As
we find out later, even if the SZ effect is removed through
spectral information in CMB data, the lensing effect alone
produces a significant non-Gaussianity at multipoles of a few
thousand and this contribution is likely to be more relevant
for present and upcoming CMB experiments at arcminute
scales.
The ISW @18# effect results from the late time decay of
gravitational potential fluctuations and its contribution to
temperature dominates at large angular scales ~see Fig. 1!.
The resulting temperature fluctuations in the CMB can be
written as
T ISW~nˆ !522E
0
r0
drF˙ ~r ,nˆr !. ~18!
The weight function associated with the ISW effect is given
by
W ISW~k !523VmS H0k D
2
F˙ ~r !, ~19!
which can be used to calculated the correlation between lens-
ing potential and the ISW effect through Eq. ~17!.
The SZ effect leads to an effective temperature fluctuation
in the CMB given by the integrated pressure fluctuation
along the line of sight
TSZ~nˆ !5g~x !E dra~r ! kBsT
mec
2 ne~r !Te~r !, ~20!
where sT is the Thomson cross section, ne is the electron
number density, r is the comoving distance, and g(x)
5x coth(x/2)24 with x5hn/kBTCMB the spectral shape of
the SZ effect. At the Rayleigh-Jeans ~RJ! part of the CMB,
FIG. 1. Power spectrum of the CMB temperature anisotropies in
the fiducial L CDM model. We have also shown the weak lensing,
integrated Sachs-Wolfe and the SZ secondary contributions to an-
gular power spectrum.06351g(x)522. For the rest of this paper, we assume observa-
tions in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime of the spectrum; an ex-
periment such as Planck with sensitivity beyond the peak of
the spectrum can separate out SZ contributions based on the
spectral signature g(x) @12#. At the RJ part of the frequency
spectrum, the SZ weight function is
WSZ~r !522
kBsTn¯ e
a~r !2mec
2 , ~21!
where n¯ e is the mean electron density today.
For the correlation between lensing and the SZ effect, we
follow the halo model approach of Ref. @34# ~see Ref. @35#
for further details! which allows a semianalytical approach to
calculate the power spectrum of large scale structure pressure
fluctuations. With the halo model, we replace the clustering
of dark matter with that of pressure when describing the SZ
effect. The cross correlation between lensing and SZ then
involves the cross-power spectrum between pressure and
dark matter which is discussed in detail in @34,21#, to which
we refer the reader for further details.
The basic assumption of the halo model is that large scale
structure dark matter distribution can be viewed as a collec-
tion of dark matter halos with a mass function following
Press-Schechter @36# mass function or variants and a dark
matter distribution in each halo following the Navarro-
Frenk-White ~NFW! profile of @37# or similar descriptions.
The halos are distributed such that they trace the linear den-
sity field with a bias described in Ref. @38#. With clustering
of dark matter described through such an approach, any other
physical property of the large scale structure can be easily
described through the relation between the property of inter-
est and the dark matter. For example, in the case of pressure
necessary for the description of the SZ effect, the gas distri-
bution in each halo is assumed to follow hydrostatic equilib-
rium with dark matter distribution. As discussed in Ref. @34#,
the approach based on halos provides a reliable semianalyti-
cal approach to model nonlinear large scale structure cluster-
ing. The predictions based on the halo model, as relevant for
the SZ effect and lensing-SZ correlations, are consistent with
numerical simulations ~e.g., Ref. @39#!.
In Fig. 1, we show the angular power spectrum of CMB
anisotropies @40# with secondary contributions through weak
lensing, ISW and SZ effects. The SZ angular power spectrum
was calculated using the halo approach of Ref. @34#. The
lensing angular deflection power spectrum and the resulting
correlation power spectra between lensing and ISW, and,
lensing and SZ effects are shown in Fig. 2.
III. LENSING CONTRIBUTION TO CMB
In order to derive weak lensing contributions to the CMB
trispectrum, we follow Hu @14# and Zaldarriaga @15#. We
formulate the contribution under a flat sky approximation;
this formulation is adequate given that we are mostly inter-
ested in non-Gaussian effects due to lensing at small angular
scales corresponding to multipoles *1000. In general, the
flat-sky approach simplifies the derivation and computation2-4
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through angles.
As discussed in prior papers @4,5,14#, weak lensing maps
temperature through the angular deflections resulting along
the photon path by
Q t~nˆ !5Q~nˆ1„f!
5Q~nˆ !1„if~nˆ !„
iQ~nˆ !
1
1
2 „if~n
ˆ !„jf~nˆ !„
i„ jQ~nˆ !1 . ~22!
As expected for lensing, note that the remapping conserves
the surface brightness distribution of CMB. Here, Q(nˆ ) is
FIG. 2. Power spectra of ~a! lensing angular deflections and ~b!
lensing-ISW and lensing-SZ cross-correlation. In ~a!, we show the
lensing deflection power spectrum under linear perturbation theory
description of the matter fluctuations and using the halo model. As
shown, the lensing deflection power peaks at multipoles of ;40 and
act as an effective window function which smoothes the CMB
power spectrum. In ~b!, the lensing-SZ correlation is calculated
with the halo approach while lensing-ISW correlation follows the
use of linear theory dark matter power spectrum.06351the unlensed primary component of CMB and Q t(nˆ ) is the
total contribution. It should be understood that in the pres-
ence of low redshift contributions to CMB resulting through
large scale structure, the total contribution includes a second-
ary contribution which we denote by Qs(nˆ ). Since weak
lensing deflection angles also trace the large scale structure
at low redshifts, secondary effects which are first order in
density or potential fluctuations also correlate with the lens-
ing deflection angle f .
Taking the Fourier transform, as appropriate for a flat sky,
we write
Q˜ ~ l1!5E dnˆQ˜ ~nˆ !e2il1nˆ
5Q~ l1!2E d2l18
~2p!2
Q~ l18!L~ l1 ,l18!, ~23!
where
L~ l1 ,l18!5f~ l12l18!~ l12l18!l18
1
1
2E d
2l19
~2p!2
f~ l19!f*~ l191l182l1!~ l19l18!
3~ l191l182l1!l18. ~24!
We define the power spectrum and the trispectrum in the flat
sky approximation following the usual way:
^Q t~ l1!Q t~ l2!&5~2p!2dD~ l12!C˜ l
Q
,
~25!
^Q t~ l1! . . . Q t~ l4!&c5~2p!2dD~ l1234!T˜ Q~ l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4!.
A. Power spectrum
The power spectrum, according to the present formula-
tion, is discussed in Ref. @14# and we can write
C˜ l
Q5F12E d2l1
~2p!2
Cl1
ff~ l1l!2GClQ
1E d2l1
~2p!2
C ul2l1u
Q Cl1
ff@~ l2l1!l1#2. ~26!
As written, the second term shows the smoothing behavior of
weak lensing through a convolution @Eq. ~26!# of the CMB
power spectrum ~see discussion in Ref. @14#!. With respect to
lensing contribution, there are two limiting cases: when l
2l1’l and CMB power is constant, one can take the CMB
power spectrum out of the integral in the second term such
that
C˜ l
Q’F12E d2l1
~2p!2
Cl1
ff~ l1l!2GClQ
1Cl
QE d2l1
~2p!2
Cl1
ff~ ll1!2. ~27!2-5
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potential power spectrum and C˜ l
Q’Cl
Q producing the well
known result that lensing shifts but does not create power on
large scales @14#. On small scales where there is little or no
intrinsic power in the CMB, the second term behaves such
that
C˜ l
Q’
1
2 l
2Cl
ffE d2l1
~2p!2
l1
2Cl1
Q
. ~28!
Here, the power generated is effectively the lensing of the
temperature gradient associated with the damping tail of
CMB anisotropy power spectrum. This small angular scale
limit and its uses as a probe of large scale structure density
power spectrum and mass distribution of collapsed halos
such as galaxy clusters is considered in Ref. @42#.
B. Trispectrum
The calculation of the trispectrum follows similar to the
power spectrum. Here, we explicitly show the calculation for
one term of the trispectrum and add all other terms through
permutations. First we consider the cumulants involving four
temperature terms in Fourier space:
^Q t~ l1!Q t~ l4!&cK S Q~ l1!2E d2l18
~2p!2
Q~ l18!L~ l1 ,l18!D
3S Q~ l2!2E d2l28
~2p!2
Q~ l28!L~ l2 ,l28!D Q~ l3!Q~ l4!L
5K E d2l18
~2p!2
Q~ l18!L~ l1 ,l18!
3E d2l28
~2p!2
Q~ l28!L~ l2 ,l28!Q~ l3!Q~ l4!L . ~29!
As written, to the lowest order, we find that contributions
come from the first order term in L given in Eq. ~24!. We
further simplify to obtain
^Q t~ l1!Q t~ l4!&c5K E d2l18
~2p!2
Q~ l18!f~ l12l18!~ l1
2l18!l18E d2l28
~2p!2
Q~ l28!f~ l22l28!
3~ l22l28!l28Q~ l3!Q~ l4!L
5Cl3
QCl4
Q^f~ l11l3!f~ l21l4!&~ l1
1l3!l3~ l21l4!l41Perm., ~30!
where there is an additional term through a permutation in-
volving the interchange of l11l3 with l11l4. Introducing the06351power spectrum of lensing potentials, we further simplify to
obtain the CMB trispectrum due to gravitational lensing:
T˜ Q~ l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4!52Cl3
QCl4
Q@C ul11l3u
ff ~ l11l3!l3~ l11l3!l4
1C ul21l3u
ff ~ l21l3!l3~ l21l3!l4#1Perm.,
~31!
where the permutations now contain 5 additional terms with
the replacement of (l3 ,l4) pair by other combinations of the
pairs.
The trispectrum, through coupling of lensing deflection
angle to secondary effects, can be calculated with the re-
placement of Q(l3) and Q(l4) in Eq. ~29! by QS(l3) and
QS(l4) containing the sources of secondary fluctuations.
Thus, we can no longer consider cumulants such as
^Q(l18)QS(l3)& as the secondary effects are decoupled from
recombination where primary fluctuations are imprinted.
However, contributions come from the correlation between
QS and the lensing deflection f . Here, contributions of equal
importance come from both the first and second order terms
in L written in Eq. ~24!. First, we note
^Q~ l1!Q~ l4!&c5K S Q~ l1!2E d2l18
~2p!2
Q~ l18!L~ l1 ,l18!D
3S Q~ l2!2E d2l28
~2p!2
Q~ l28!L~ l2 ,l28!D
3Qs~ l3!Qs~ l4!L
52Cl1^L~ l2 ,2l1!Q
s~ l3!Qs~ l4!&
2Cl2^L~ l1 ,2l2!Q
s~ l3!Qs~ l4!&
1E d2l18
~2p!2
Cl18^L~ l2 ,
2l18!L~ l1 ,l18!Qs~ l3!Qs~ l4!&. ~32!
Contributions to the trispectrum from the first two terms
come through the second order term in L, with the two f
terms coupling to Qs. In the last term, contributions come
from the first order term of L similar to the lensing alone
contribution to trispectrum.
After some straightforward simplifications, we write the
connected part of the trispectrum involving lensing-
secondary coupling as
T˜ Q~ l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4!52Cl3
fsCl4
fs@Cl1
Q~ l3l1!~ l4l1!1Cl2Q~ l3l2!
3~ l4l2!1l3~ l11l3!l4~ l21l4!Cl13Q
1l4~ l11l4!l3~ l21l3!Cl14Q #1Perm.
~33!2-6
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terms in Eq. ~32!, while the last two terms in the above are
from the third term. As before, through permutations, there
are five additional terms involving the pairings of (l3 ,l4).
IV. POWER SPECTRUM COVARIANCE
For the purpose of this calculation, we assume that CMB
power spectrum will measure binned logarithmic band pow-
ers at several l i’s in multipole space with bins of thickness
dl i .
Ci5E
si
d2l
Asi
l2
2p Q~ l!Q~2l!, ~34!
where As(l i)5*d2l is the area of 2D shell in multipole and
can be written as As(l i)52pl idl i1p(dl i)2.
We can now write the signal covariance matrix as
Ci j5
1
A F ~2p!
2
Asi
2C i21Ti jQG , ~35!
Ti j
Q5E d2l iAsi E
d2l j
Asj
l i
2l j
2
~2p!2T
Q~ li ,2li ,lj ,2lj!, ~36!
where A is the area of the survey in steradians. Again the first
term is the Gaussian contribution to the sample variance and
includes, in addition to the primary component, the contribu-
tion through lensing and secondary effects. The second term
is the non-Gaussian contribution. A realistic survey will also
include instrumental noise contributions and we can modify
the Gaussian variance to include the noise through an addi-
tional noise contribution to the power spectrum
Cl
t5Cl
Q1Nl , ~37!
FIG. 3. CMB anisotropy trispectrum resulting from lensing,
lensing-ISW and lensing-SZ correlations. The lensing trispectrum
generally follows the shape of the CMB power spectrum while
lensing-ISW and lensing-SZ trispectra depict the behavior of corre-
lation power between lensing and these secondary effects.06351where Nl is the power spectrum of the detector and other
sources of noise introduced by the experiment.
For the power spectrum covariance, we are interested in
the case when l252l1 with ul1u5l i and l452l3 with ul3u
5l j . This denotes parallelograms for the trispectrum con-
figuration in multipolar or Fourier space.
In the case of the lensing contribution to the trispectrum,
with the configuration required for the power spectrum co-
variance, we can write
TQ~ li ,2li ,lj ,2lj!5Cli
QCli
Q@C uli1lju
ff @~ li1lj!li#21C uli2ljuff @~ li
2lj!li#2#1Cl jQCl jQ@C uli1ljuff @~ li1lj!lj#2
1C uli2lju
ff @~ li2lj!lj#2#
12Cli
QCl j
Q@C uli1lju
ff ~ li1lj!li~ li1lj!lj
2C uli2lju
ff ~ li2lj!li~ li2lj!lj# , ~38!
which includes all terms with no additional permutations.
Similarly, for the lensing-secondary trispectrum we have
TQ~ li ,2li ,lj ,2lj!52~ lilj!2@~Clifs!2Cl jQ1~Cl jfs!2CliQ#
2@@ li~ li1lj!#2~Clifs!21@ lj~ li1lj!#2
3~Cl j
fs!2#C uli1lju
Q 2@@ li~ li2lj!#2~Clifs!2
1@ lj~ li2lj!#2~Cl jfs!2#C uli2ljuQ
12@ li~ lj2li!#@ lj~ lj2li!#
3Cli
fsCl j
fsC ulj2liu
Q 22@ li~ li1lj!#
3@ lj~ li1lj!#ClifsCl jfsC uli1ljuQ . ~39!
V. RESULTS
In Fig. 3, we show the scaled trispectra, where
Dsq
Q~ l !5
l2
2p T
Q~ l,2l,l’ ,2l’!1/3 ~40!
and l’5l and ll’50. In the case of lensing alone, the
trispectrum is proportional to the square of the CMB anisot-
ropy power spectrum @see, Eq. ~31!# and the sharp reduction
in power at multipoles greater than a few thousand is effec-
tively due to the decrease in primary anisotropy power at
small angular scales. In the case of the lensing-secondary
correlation, the trispectrum is only proportional to one power
of the CMB anisotropy power spectrum. Thus, the trispec-
trum now depicts more of the behavior of the lensing-
secondary correlation power spectrum shown in Fig. 2. The
sharp decrease in the lensing-ISW trispectrum compared to
that of the lensing-SZ effect is due to differences in the small
angular scale power associated with lensing-ISW and
lensing-SZ correlations.
We can now use this trispectrum to study the contribu-
tions to the covariance. In Fig. 4, we show the ratio of the2-7
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the non-Gaussian term neglected:
R[
Cii
Ci , ~41!
and for bands l i given in Table I. Here, we have used rather
wide bins in multipoles such that bin width is constant in
logarithmic intervals in multipole space. This is the same
binning scheme used by Ref. @41# on 6 °36 ° fields to in-
vestigate weak lensing covariance and later adopted by Ref.
@17#. The two lines show the ratio when trispectra due to
lensing and lensing-SZ correlations are used to calculate the
FIG. 4. The ratio of full variance, including non-Gaussian cova-
riance, to that when non-Gaussian trispectrum contributions are ne-
glected. This ratio shows the fractional change in the variance, or
the errors along the diagonal of the covariance matrix. Out to mul-
tipoles of a few thousand, the increase due to lensing is less than
few percent and at the smallest scale there is no change from the
lensing alone trispectrum as its contributions are substantially
small. The lensing-SZ trispectrum only makes noticeable contribu-
tions at the smallest scale. The resulting changes from the lensing-
ISW trispectrum is below 1026 and can be ignored.06351covariance, respectively. The square root of the ratio is
roughly the fractional change induced in errors along the
diagonal resulting from the non-Gaussian covariance contri-
butions. We do not show the ratio due to lensing-ISW
trispectrum as the resulting changes are less than 1026 at all
multipoles of interest. As shown in Fig. 4, the ratio is less
than 20% for weak lensing and peaks at multipoles ;4000
while the ratio increases to smallest scale with the
lensing-SZ trispectrum.
The correlation between the bands is given by
Cˆ i j[
Ci j
ACiiC j j
. ~42!
In Table I we tabulate the correlation coefficients for the
CMB binned power spectrum measurements. The upper tri-
angle here are the correlations under the lensing trispectrum
while the lower triangle shows the correlations found with
the trispectrum due to lensing-SZ correlations. In the case of
lensing contribution to the trispectrum, correlations depict
the general shape of the CMB power spectrum while in the
case of lensing-SZ contribution to the covariance, the corre-
lation coefficients are more consistent with the shape of the
lensing-SZ power spectrum.
In Fig. 5, we show the correlation coefficients for ~a! lens-
ing and ~b! lensing-SZ contributions to the covariance. Here
we show the behavior of the correlation coefficient between
a fixed l j ~as noted in the figure! as a function of l i . Note
that when l i5l j the coefficient is 1 by definition; we have
not included this point in the figure due to the apparent dis-
continuity it creates from the dominant Gaussian contribu-
tion at l i5l j .
To better understand how the non-Gaussian contributions
scale with our assumptions, we consider the ratio of non-
Gaussian variance to the Gaussian variance ~see Refs.
@16,17#!
Cii
Cii
G 511R , ~43!TABLE I. Weak lensing convergence power spectrum correlations. Upper triangle displays the covariance
with the lensing trispectrum alone, while the lower triangle ~parenthetical numbers! displays the covariance
with the trispectrum due to lensing-SZ correlation. We do not tabulate the covariance due to trispectrum
resulting from lensing-ISW correlation as the correlation coefficients are of order 1026 or below. The data are
binned such that bin sizes are constant in logarithmic intervals.
lbin 529 739 1031 1440 2012 2812 3930 5492 7674
529 1.000 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.013 0.059 0.239 0.554
739 ~0.000! 1.000 0.010 0.007 0.009 0.021 0.091 0.348 0.783
1031 ~0.000! ~0.000! 1.000 0.013 0.012 0.025 0.090 0.318 0.686
1440 ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! 1.000 0.025 0.034 0.093 0.277 0.547
2012 ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! 1.000 0.060 0.092 0.200 0.336
2812 ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! 1.000 0.101 0.102 0.125
3930 ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~-0.001! ~-0.002! 1.000 0.039 0.021
5492 ~0.000! ~0.001! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~-0.001! ~-0.005! ~-0.031! 1.000 0.001
7674 ~0.000! ~0.001! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~0.000! ~-0.001! ~-0.016! ~-0.186! 1.0002-8
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R[
AsiTii
Q
~2p!22Ci
2 . ~44!
In the case of the lensing alone contribution to CMB trispec-
trum, we can simplify the expression for R by noting that
TQ~ li ,2li ,lj ,2lj!u l i5l j;8Cli
QCli
QCA2l i
ff l i
4
, ~45!
where for an approximation we have taken lilj50. Replac-
ing the averaging of the product of (Cli
Q)2Cli
ff with the prod-
uct of two averages, we can simplify the ratio of Tii
Q/Ci
2 to
obtain
FIG. 5. The correlation coefficients of ~a! lensing and ~b!
lensing-SZ contributions to the covariance of the CMB angular
power spectrum. In the case of the lensing, the correlations show
the general behavior of the lensing effect on CMB where power is
transferred from large angular scales with acoustic peaks to small
angular scales, thereby correlating small and large angular scales at
the tens of percent level or more. For experiments such as Planck,
that will measure the power spectrum to multipoles of ;2000, the
resulting correlations between bins are less than a percent.06351R;4l idl iK l i4Cliff2p L Ai, ~46!
where ^&Ai represents the averaging of the lensing poten-
tial power spectrum, weighted by a factor of l i
4 to represent
the deflection angles. Equation ~46! represents the general
behavior of the non-Gaussian contribution to the lensing
trispectrum. The relative contributions from non-
Gaussianities scale with several parameters: ~a! increasing
the bin size, through dl i(}Asi), leads to an increase in the
non-Gaussian contribution linearly while ~b! the contribution
is determined by the shape of the lensing potential power
spectrum, weighted by a factor of l i
2
, which accounts for the
angular gradients in the deflection angle. At large multipoles,
beyond l’s of few thousand, the potential power spectrum in
Fig. 2~a! drops rapidly leading to a decreases in the non-
Gaussian contribution and thus to the covariance of CMB
temperature anisotropy. The fact that the lensing potential
power spectrum is not significant at multipoles of thousand is
somewhat contrary to the general assumption that lensing is
a small angular scale phenomenon restricted to arcminutes or
less. In the case of CMB angular deflections, the rms deflec-
tion angle of a CMB photon due to large scale structure is
roughly 2.6 arcmins with a coherence of roughly 10 ° @43#.
Thus, lensing of CMB can be effectively considered as an
arcminute to degree scale effect instead of arcsecond scales
typically encountered in conventional gravitational lensing
with galaxies and quasars.
For upcoming wide-field experiments, especially those in-
volving satellite missions such as MAP and Planck, we do
not expect non-Gaussianities to limit the interpretation and
the cosmological parameter extraction from the measured
CMB power spectrum. For these wide-field experiments, the
width of the bin in multipole space will be of order at most
few tens; for such small bin widths in multipole space at l
; few hundred will lead to a significantly reduced ratio of
non-Gaussian to Gaussian contribution from what we have
considered where dl;l . Also, note that the cosmologically
interesting acoustic peak structure and the damping tail of
the CMB anisotropies is limited to multipoles below ;1000.
In this range, there is no significant non-Gaussian contribu-
tion related to lensing and lensing-secondary correlations.
There are, however, ground-based experiments ~e.g., Cos-
mic Background Imager @20#! for which the non-
Gaussianities due to lensing may be important. These small
angular scale experiments, which probe the anisotropy power
between multipoles of ;1000 and 4000 or so are likely to be
limited to small areas on the sky and will utilize wide bins in
multipole space when estimating the power spectrum in or-
der to increase the signal-to-noise associated with its mea-
surement. In such a scenario, it may be necessary to fully
account for the full covariance when interpreting the power
spectrum at small angular scales. In the absence of many
fields where the covariance can be estimated directly from
the data, the analytical calculations provide a useful quanti-
fication of the covariance. Such an analytical approach, how-
ever, requires a priori knowledge of cosmology and details2-9
ASANTHA COORAY PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063512regarding, say, clustering of large scale structure pressure
that is responsible for the SZ effect.
As a practical approach, one could imagine taking the
variances estimated from the survey under a Gaussian ap-
proximation, but which accounts for effects related to win-
dowing, and scaling it up by the non-Gaussian to Gaussian
variance ratio with an analytical calculation along with in-
clusion of the band power correlations. Additionally, it is in
principle possible to use the expected correlations due to
non-linear mode coupling effects such as lensing to decorre-
late individual band power measurements ~e.g., Ref. @44#!.
VI. SUMMARY
The upcoming small angular scale CMB anisotropy ex-
periments are expected to provide first measurements of the
power spectrum related to the damping tail and secondary
anisotropies. At such scales, important non-linear effects and
secondary contributions can imprint non-Gaussian signals on
the CMB temperature fluctuations. Here, we discussed one
aspect related to the presence of non-Gaussianities when
measuring the CMB anisotropy power spectrum involving a
contribution to the covariance resulting from the higher order
four-point correlation function, or a trispectrum in Fourier
space. Here, we discussed the non-Gaussian contribution to
the power spectrum covariance of CMB anisotropies result-
ing through weak gravitational lensing angular deflections
and the correlation of deflections with the integrated Sachs-
Wolfe effect and the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect.
The covariance due to the lensing effect on CMB alone is
significant at multipoles ;1000 while the lensing-SZ corre-
lation dominates at multipoles above ;4000 corresponding
to observations at angular scales of arcminutes or less. The
covariance due to lensing-ISW correlation peaks at large an-
gular scales, as the ISW effect peaks at low multipoles, and
can effectively be considered negligible due to the dominant063512Gaussian sample variance at such low multipoles. With sub-
stantially wide bins in multipole space, the resulting non-
Gaussian contribution from lensing to the binned power
spectrum variance is insignificant out to multipoles of few
thousand containing acoustic peaks and the damping tail,
which are of substantial interest for cosmological parameter
estimation purposes.
For a experiment like MAP, sensitive to multipoles out to
;800, the lensing effect only increases the variance by
;0.05% relative to the Gaussian variance, while for Planck,
the non-Gaussian nature of lensing increases the variance,
relative to the Gaussian variance, by 4% at multipoles of
;1500. Thus, for these satellite based near all-sky experi-
ments, we do not expect non-Gaussianities to limit the cos-
mological parameter extraction from CMB power spectrum
measurements and their interpretation. For small angular
scale ground-based experiments with substantially limited
sky coverage, however, the presence of non-Gaussianities
should be accounted for when interpreting any measurements
at angular scales corresponding to few arcminutes or multi-
poles ;4000. Such an ongoing experiment is the Cosmic
Microwave Background Imager @20#, while similar experi-
ments are planned or are underway based on interferometric
and bolometric techniques. Here, the non-Gaussian nature of
lensing increases the power spectrum variance up to 15% at
multipoles of ;4000. Even if the SZ effect is removed from
CMB data, the lensing effect alone produces a significant
non-Gaussianity at arcminute scales and cannot be simply
ignored for precision work related to cosmology or astro-
physics.
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